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Online Mode

Features
OBJECTIVES

1. Continuous professional development of 42 lakh teachers and school heads at the elementary stage across the country.

2. Providing access to various quality teaching-learning resources which will help teachers to address the diverse needs of children.

3. Empowering Key Resource Persons, School Heads and Teachers to create and share resources suiting to contexts of their children.
1. Target Groups (School Heads, Teachers and Functionaries)
2. Institutions and Organisations (NCERT, NIEPA, KVS, CBSE, NVS, Child line Foundation, India and Philanthropic NGOs)
3. Stages (Primary and Upper Primary)
4. Subject, Pedagogy and Concerns
5. Information and Communication Technology
6. Modes (face-to-face and online)
7. Assessment
8. Follow-up and Mentoring
RESOURCES GENERATED

Translation and Contextualization by state/UTs in their languages

Guidelines

Primer

Training Package for Teachers with QR Code (12 modules) (Printed and online)

Leadership Package for School Heads (5 Modules) (Printed and Online)

Videos on each of the Modules

E-Resources
1. 8 National Resource Groups (NRGs) = 15 x 8 = 120 National Resource Persons (NRPs).

2. 27,600 Key Resource Persons (KRPs) + 5520 State Resource Persons - Leadership = 33120

3. 5 KRPs + 1 SRPs - L = 1 State Resource Group (SRG) and Total = 5520 SRGs

4. SRG will train 5 batches of 130 - 150 Teachers in each batch at the block level

5. Approximately 42,00,000 Teachers including Principals, BRCs, CRCs, etc.
NISHTHA – MODALITIES

NRPs
120

KRPs and SRPs-L
33,120

5 KRPs (from different subject areas)

1 SRPL (for leadership concerns)

SRG

Teachers and Heads of Schools 42 Lakh
NISHTHA-CUSTOMIZED ONLINE MODULES
(FOCUS IS ON)

Bringing Teachers, school heads and system level functionaries on a common platform

Moving from Rote Learning to Competency based learning

Developing School Heads and Teachers as First level Counselors

Improving Learning Outcomes through Joyful, activity based, ICT integrated teaching-learning
NISHTHA-CUSTOMIZED ONLINE MODULES 
(FOCUS IS ON)

Bringing Teachers, school heads and system level functionaries on a common platform

Personal-social Qualities and School Safety

Building inclusive schools through reflection on issues like Gender, CWSN and awareness on RPWD Act

Handholding School Heads to move from Administration to Leadership and improving academics
NISHTHA-CUSTOMIZED ONLINE MODULES

(FOCUS IS ON)

Bringing Teachers, school heads and system level functionaries on a common platform

- Awareness on initiatives of Samagra Shiksha like Youth Club, Eco Club, Library, etc.
- Orientation on Pre-school and Pre-vocational Education
- Transforming Schools to Learning Organization
NISHTHA-CUSTOMIZED ONLINE MODULES

(FOCUS IS ON)

Bringing Teachers, school heads and system level functionaries on a common platform

- Practicing New Subject Specific Pedagogies
- Educational Games, Quizzes, Projects
- Multilingualism
  (Children learn more in home language, NAS 2017)
Bringing Teachers, school heads and system level functionaries on a common platform

Health and Well-being in Schools (Children who play, perform well NAS, 2017)

21st Century Skills (Problem solving, critical thinking, communication)

Motivational Anecdotes, Experiences and Examples
Bringing Teachers, school heads and system level functionaries on a common platform

School Based Assessment

Participatory Approach

Post-training Activities
(Continuing Learning)
Bringing Teachers, school heads and system level functionaries on a common platform

COVID-19 (new feature)

Digital Education (new feature)

Modalities to reach out to every student with or without any digital device
Support through Web Portal & Mobile App

https://itpd.ncert.gov.in//
Features of Web Portal

- Course Materials
- Web Resources
- Discussion Forum
- Feedback
- Attendance
- Trainees ePortfolio
- Training Database
- Monitoring & Followup
- Tutorials
- Training Management
Features of Web Portal

Course Material

Current Activities

Tutorial

Resources
Features of Web Portal

- Training Reports
- Showcase Practices
- Gallery Videos & Images
- Media Highlights
**National Resource Group**

120

National Resource Groups (NRGs) will train Key Resource Persons (KRP) & State Resource Persons- Leadership (SRPL) of the States/Union Territories. One NRG includes 15 national level resource persons.

**State Resource Group**

33,000

One State Resource Group (SRG) includes 05 KRP & 01 SRPL from SCERTs, DIETs, CTEs, IASEs. SRGs will train the school teachers and school principals (functionaries at district, block and cluster level).

**Teachers, Principals, BRCs and CRCs**

42,00,000

All the elementary school level Teachers, Principals, Block Resource Centre Coordinators (BRCs) & Cluster Resource Centre Coordinators (SRCs) will be trained by SRGs.
Discussion Forum

Environmental Studies
Indian Languages
Inclusive Education
Curriculum Syllabus and Textbook
School Environment
Mathematics
Social Sciences
Science
Art Integrated Learning
School Leadership
Technical Support
School Based Assessment
Steps Involved in NISHTHA Online

1. Registration and login
2. Pre-Training Assessment
3. Use of Course Modules and Interaction
4. Post-Training Assessment, Feedback & Certification
Offline Course Modules

Generic Modules

- Curriculum, Learner-centered Pedagogy, Learning Outcomes and Inclusive Education
- Improving Social-personal Qualities and Creating Safe and Healthy School Environment
- Art Integrated Learning
- School Based Assessment
- Health and Well Being
- Integration of ICT in Teaching-Learning and Assessment

Leadership Modules

1. School Leadership: Concepts and Applications
2. Pre-School Education
3. Pre-Vocational Education
4. Gender Dimensions in Teaching and Learning Process
5. Initiatives in School Education
Scan the QR code to

Access Website

Download App
We all are here to join a community of learners wherein we will continuously learn together, improve together, join hands and work together for advancing the capabilities of teachers and school heads focusing on skills, national and social concerns to provide quality education to all the children…

*So, let us begin our journey in NISHTHA with NISHTHA through online mode*
Thank You!